Chromatic Fingering Chart for BB-Flat Tuba

Note: Only the most commonly used fingerings are listed here, in order of preference. The overtone chart available on this website provides comprehensive information about available alternate fingerings. The differing fingerings for certain lower-register notes on compensating versus non-compensating instruments are clearly indicated.

The fifth valve fingerings shown here are for a "flat whole step" fifth valve.
Chromatic Fingering Chart for BB-Flat Tuba (Everett)

B or C-Flat  C  C-Sharp or D-Flat  D  D-Sharp or E-Flat  E

B or C-Flat  C  C-Sharp or D-Flat  D  D-Sharp or E-Flat  E

B or C-Flat  C  C-Sharp or D-Flat  D  D-Sharp or E-Flat  E

B or C-Flat  C  C-Sharp or D-Flat  D  D-Sharp or E-Flat  E

B or C-Flat  C  C-Sharp or D-Flat  D  D-Sharp or E-Flat  E

B or C-Flat  C  C-Sharp or D-Flat  D  D-Sharp or E-Flat  E